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PREFACE 
The primary purpose of this study was to compare the effective~ 
ness of two methods of instruction in a mathematics course designed for 
prospective elementary teachers. Comparisons were made with respec;t 
to attitude toward mathematics and ac:hievemen.t in mathematics, It is 
hoped that the recommendations resulting from this study will provide 
a basis for further investigi:Ltion in these areas. 
I am especially grateful to D.r. Kenneth E. Wiggins, chairman 
of my advisory committ~e, for his advice and continued encouragement 
throughout the program of study. 
I also wish to express my thanks to the following members of 
my committee: Dr. Gerald K. Goff, Dr. James K. St. Clair, and Dr. 
Gene L. Post. 
In addition, I would like to thank Dr. Cecil Garrison and his 
assistants who operated the video-tape eq"Uipment used in this study. 
Finally, I would like to express my appreciation to all others 
who assisted directly or indirectly in this investigation. 
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Twelve years have passed sinc;e $putnik focused public attention 
on the need for long overdue revisions in our elern.entary and secondary 
mathematic::s program. The revisions which have been made since that 
time have increased sharply the dema,nds on teac;:hers of elementary 
mathematics; topics once reserved for s ec::ondary students are now 
°Qeing presented in the elementary grades, and are being presented in 
a more sophisticated form. The emphasis in mathematics at all levels 
has shifted from c;omputational skill$ and rote memory to the under-
standing of mathematical concepts. Mor, t mathematics educators 
assume that the new methods and the revisions in content level have 
afforded students at all levels an opportunity to understand mathematics 
without loss of utility. 
11 New mathematics 11 means many things. It conveys the idea 
that the mathematic;s of the traditional program. has been replaced by a 
content radically new. In the elementary grades, it is difficult to point 
out any part of the traditionaJ mathematics curriculum and say that 
11 this 11 has been omitted. However, many new properties, concepts, 
language and symbols have been added to provide children with tools 
with whic;h to think and to express themselves mathematically. 
One aspect of the new :mathematics which is apparent throughout 
the programs is the discovery approach. Children are guided to use 
l 
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concepts and language previously learned to identify patterns and 
approaches to new situations and, eventually, to make generalizations 
which combine many ideas into one general statement. 
The new demands on elementary teachers place a greater 
res pons ibi,lity on teacher training programs. To meet this challenge, 
teacher training institutions across the country are :recommending six 
to nine hours of mathematica for the prospective elementary teacher, 
and ~onsiderably more than thi1:1 for i;;tuden~s who wish to specialize in 
mathematiq1. Teacher training programi;i cannot stop here. Institu';. 
tions preparing teachers must recognize the need for courses in 
methodology which will provide each teacher with such interpretations 
and materials concerning the use of mathematics to solve problems of 
everyday living for each citizen. Each teacher needs time to become 
interested, to rid herself of fears, to develop understanding of mathe-
matics, and to find security in the teaching 0£ arithmetic. She must 
plan to continue updating herself through inservice experiences as long 
as she teaches. 
A number of groups have contributed signUicantly to the changes 
in the elementary mathematicf;J program. Several of the contributors 
are: 
1. The School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG); Director, 
E. G. Begle, 
2. The Science Research Associates (SRA). formerly The 
Greater Cleveland Mathematics Plan (GCMP); Director, B. M . 
. Gundlach. 
3, The University of Illinois Arithmetic Project; Director, 
David Page. 
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4. The University of Maryland Mathematics Project; Director 
.John R. Mayor, 
5. The Madison Project; Director, Robert B, Davis. 
6, · The Stanford Project; Director, Patrick Sµppes. 
Modern mathematics contains many parts called mathematical 
systems. The study of mathematics is essentially the study of these 
systems and their structure. The structure of a mathematical system 
is usually thought of as cons is ting of undefined elements, unproved 
postulates or axioms, definitionsf and propositions or theorems, which 
logically follow from these. Any two different interpretations of these 
undefined elements, postulates, and definitions are said to have the 
same structure. Nearly all of the mode~l'n programs place emphasis 
on the structure of mathematics. These programs also have other 
features in common. In general terms the proposed changes which are 
being advocated by mathematics educators today can be listed as 




Emphasize the structure of mathematics. 
Stress unifying themes. 
Revitalize essential old topics by modernizing the language 
and s tructu:ring the ideas. 
4. Increase emphasis on mathematical abstractions. 
5, Delete obsolete topics. 
6. Avoid excessive emphasis on manipulation and drill. 
The more progressive elementary schools are now teaching the 
rudiments of algebra and also some informal geometry. Even in the 
teaching of arithmetic, sound mathematical training is needed because 
the teacher's understanding affects her views c1-nd attitudes; and in the 
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classroom, the views and attitudes of the teacher are crucial. To an 
untrained teacher, arithmetic is merely a collection of mechal'.lical 
processes and is regarded with boredom or dislike or even fear. It 
is not surprising that in such cases students react to the subject in the 
same way. Children should be taught arithmetic for meaning and.ul'.lder-
standing as well as for skills. To teach in this way, a teacher must 
have the kind of training which conveys this understanding and also 
shows mathematics to be rewardil'.lg and worthwhile. The teacher 
cannot give something which she does not have (2), 
Statement of the Problem 
The principal objective of this study wc1-s to compare two 
methods of teaching a mathematics course designed for prospective 
elementary teacher!;!. One method involved the use of lectures by the 
instructor with a minimum amount of student participation. The seconp. 
method involved idep.tical topics, but a micro-,teaching technique was 
employed in which the students presented the course content under the 
supervision of the instructor. 
Specifically, . thj;'.s study investigated two prohlems: 
\ 
l. How are the attitudes of :proepective elementary teachers 
affecte.d when a micro-teaching technique is employed in a course in 
' \ 
elementary mathematics? 
2. How is student achievement affected when a micro-teaching 
· te.chnique is employed in a mathematics course designed for p:rospec..,. 
tive elementary teachers? 
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Hypotheses 
The principal hypotheses tested in this study were: 
1. Favorable attitudes of prospective elementary mathematics 
teachers tow&rd mathematics will increase significantly while they are 
enrolled in Mathematics 4351. 
2, Attitude change of the subjects in the experimental group 
will be significantly more favorable than that· of the subjects in the 
lecture group. 
3. The level of achievement of the subjects in the experimental 
group will be signiftcantly greater than that of the subjects in the lecture 
group. 
Need for the Study 
In recent years experiments have been conducted to provide 
basic materials for the continued investigation of problems in the 
improvement of elementary mathematics programs. The results of 
certain of these investigations indicated rather widespread evidence of 
the elementary school teachers I incomplete mastery of mathematics. 
As a result of many studies, more emphasis is now being placed on 
finding ways to remedy the situation than on the gathering of additional 
clata to reemphasize the deficiencies of elementary teachers. 
Gars tens (3) stated that it is not necessary to point out to any 
group concerned with elementary educ;:ation that an elementary teacher 
should have a background that is broader &nd deeper than the level at 
which she is teaching .. Furthermore, educators must accept the obliga-
tion to develop appropriate mathematics courses for elementary educa-
tion majors, courses that will be suitable,. stimulating, and significant. 
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The careful preparation of pro$pective elementary teachers in 
:mathematics subject matter is a prereq'l,lisite to an improved program 
.in mathematics at the elementary sc;:hool level. Therefore, the question 
of eleme'p.tary school mathematics is one that has been raised by many 
mathematics edUrcators, Much has. been written te> support the fact that 
today's elementary teachers need to improve their basic knowledge and 
fundamental understancUng of mathematics (4, St 6). 
· Three major sources of information for evaluating teacher 
competence are (i) a study of their self-judg.ement 1 (ii) an actual test 
of their knowledge, and (iii) a study of their attitudes, Groff (7) chose 
the first. He investigated the pre-service elementary teachers' self-
judgement of the soundness of their preparation for teaching elementary 
school mathematics, The teachers felt they were very well prepared 
in modern elementary mathematics. The results further pointed out 
that these future elementary teachers felt they were better prepared to 
teach arithmetic than a~ything else except reading .. 
Melson (6) reported the results of a study based on a test of 
3;3 items in elementary mathematics for grades one through six ... This 
test was given in September 1963 to 41 elementary teachers who had 
been graduated the previous June. The results showed the median 
score to be 12 correct responses out of 33, or 36% .. Two of the 41 
teachers scored about 75%; 27 below 50%; and 12 below 25%. The mo$t 
disturbing report was that all teachers involved indicated that they had 
successfully completed a c;:ourse in modern mathematics. Melson 
pointed out that this indicated either in~dequate preparation of the 
OO"UrSe or faulty fficl;Stery of tt. 
A study by Dutton (8) which surveyed the attitudeE;'I of prospective 
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elementary teachers toward arithmetic revealed a large amount of 
unfavorable feelings toward arithmetic. Seventy-four per cent of all 
responses were unfavorable. Causes for unfavorable attitudes seemed 
to be associated with lack of understanding of arithmetic processes, 
little application to life and social usage, poor teaching techniques 
involving boring drill, and feelings of inferiority and insecurity. This 
finding, in conjunction with Melson 1s findings, indicated the need for 
further research combining self-evaluation, content understanding, and 
attitudes. 
The qevelopment of a method of instruction that will better 
prepare prospective elementary tec;1.chers in the area of mathematics 
offers a distinct challenge to those people directly involved j,n mathe -
matics education. Although the use of micro-teaching is relatively 
new in the field of mathematics education, its success in other subject 
matter areas seems to warrant ft).rther investigation in this field (9). 
Limitations of the Study 
1. The study was restricted to students enrolled in Mathematics 
43 51 at the State College of Arkansas. 
2. Self-selection was the basis for group formation. 
3, There was no control group. 
4. The experimental group realized that they were part of a 
study, and this may have affected the results. 
5. Each subject was administered the same pretest and post-
test, Therefore 1 taking the pretest may have affected the posttest 
results. However, this effect was controlled to some extent by the 
time lapse between tests and the fact that other examinations were 
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given during the semester. 
6. The generalizations drawn from this study should be limited 
to the population utilized. 
Clarific;ation of Terms 
Attitudes toward mathematics 
Attitudes toward mathematics refers to how an individual feels 
about mathematics - -an emotionalized feeling for or against mathema;;-
tics as exhibited through the behavior of the individual (10). 
Achievement in mathematics 
Achievement in mathematics means a measure of the acquisition 
and retention of information in mathematics at the elementary level. 
Mathematics 
Mathematics, in this study, applies to both mathematics and 
arithmetic. The term, mathematics, is used in accordance with the 
commonly accepted definition . 
. Micro-teaching 
Micro-teaching is a scaled-down teaching encounter which was 
developed at Stanford University. In this study, the subjects were 
required to teach brief lessons to the other members of the class. 
Video-tape recordings of these presentations were made and used in 
the critiquing sessions. 
Critiquing sessions 
. . 
Critiquing sessions are periods of time devoted to the critiquing 
of the video-taped recordings of the students I presentations during the 
previous class meetings. These sessions were conducted by the 
instructor and students, In order to standardize critiquing procedures, 
an appropriate evaluation scale was devised by the investigator, A 
copy of this instrument may be found in Appendix A, 
· Prospective elementary tec!.cher 
Pro~pective elementary teacher appli~s to an individual who is 
currently enrolled in an institution of higher learning while pursuing a 
degree in elementary education. 
Mathematics 4351 
Mathematics 4351 is a study of mathematical concepts and 
content of the elementary mathematics program, 
Lecture. group 
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Lecture group is a group of 42 students enrolled in Mathematics 
4351 who were taught by the lecture method, All content was presented 
by the instrua.tor. 
Experimental group 
Experimental group is a group of 43 studentEJ enrolled in 
Mathematics 4351 who were involved in the micro-teaching procedures. 
Basic Assumptions 
The assumptions upon which this study is based are:· 
1. Attitudes are measurable and vary along a linear continuum. 
2. The attitudes of prospective elementary teachers toward 
mathe~atics can be measured by instruments prop'erly designed for 
that purpose. 
3. The expressed responses of the subjects reflect their true 
feelings and attitudes. As Thurston ( 11) states: 
All that we can do with an attitude scale is to 
measure the attitude actually expressed with the full 
realization that the subject may be consciously hiding 
his true attitude or that the social pressure of the 
situation has really made him believe what he expresses. 
This is a matter for interpretation. It is sornething 
probably worthwhile to measure an attitude expressed 
by opinions. It is another problem to interpret in each 
case the extent to which the subjects have expressed 
what they rei;i.lly believe. All that we can do is to mini-
mize as far as possible the conditions that prevent our 
subjects from telling the truth, or else to adjust our 
interpretations accordingly. 
4. The achievement of prospective elementary teachers in 
mathematics can be measured by instruments properly designed for 
that purpose, 
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5. Attitudes and achievement are normally distributed and may 
be statistically treated accordingly. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
There are many points of disagreement among educators today, 
but there is one premise on which there is general agreement: The 
entire curriculum of the schools is in a state of constant change. 
Changes in the mathematics programs have been implemented so 
recently that time has not permitted extensive research on the impact 
of these changes. 
For many yea.rs mathematics was taught in a traditional program: 
arithmetic in the first eight grades, algebra in grades 9 and 11, geo-
metry in grades 10 and 11, and trigonometry in grade 12. The gram:rrar 
school program was devoted only to arithmetic while the other subjects 
were taught in high school. The arithmetic program was divided into 
two parts. In the first six grades the children were taught the funda-
mental processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, 
with integers, fractions, and decimals. In grades 7 and 8 they learned 
to apply their computational skills to social, useful, or practical 
situations. The topics generally covered in the last two years of 
elementary school were areas, volumes I surfaces, percentages, taxes, 
commissions, insurance, installment buying, and interest. Paul 
Rosenbloom ( 12) characterized this mathematics curriculum as 
appropriate to the conditions of 1910 when the majority of the pupils 




Since 1957 many organizations, groups, and individuals have 
been working to change the mathematics curriculum. They have 
accepted the challenge to prepare children mathematically for the 
conditions that exist today and also for conditions that they will face in 
the second half of the twentieth century. In some sections of the country 
the mathematics curriculum of the elementary school is a completely 
new one that bears very little resemblance to the traditional program. 
The application of appropriate evaluation procedures will indicate the 
trends for the future. 
Although many schools have experimented with new mathematics 
programs, many elementary teachers are still teaching the same old 
curriculum by the same methods. It is difficult to modify an entrenched 
curriculum, Regardless of the content and methodology that is proposed 
for a mathematics program, the knowledge and attitudes of the teachers 
remain the paramount factors. The well-qualified teacher must know 
mathematics, and in addition she must teach the subject with interest 
and enthusiasm. She must make the subject interesting and appealing, 
so that her pupils will continue to study it with enthusiasm. It is the 
opinion of mathematics educators that the teacher who fears and dis -
likes mathematics will not teach very much mathematics to her students, 
and they will abandon the subject at the first opportunity. One of the 
best ways for a teacher to attract students to the study of mathematics 
I 
is for the teacher to understand the subject and have a positive attitude 
toward it {13, 14). 
In reviewing the literature related to this study, emphasis was 
on comments by researchers and mathematics education specialists in 
areas related to attitudes toward mathematics, Some attention was 
also given to literature related to the theories of learning and micro-
teaching. 
The significance of attitudes to teaching and learning has been 
widely discussed in educational literature during the past several years. 
Many studies have been conducted concerning attitudes toward school 
subjects. The following studies are representative of the ones related 
to attitudes toward mathematics and mathematics programs .. 
Studies by Davis ( 15) revealed that teachers are in a strategic 
position for inducing favorable or unfavorable attitudes. Many persons 
have an excellent command of the thought processes which they owe, 
in part, to certain of their former teachers. It follows that many con-
ditions of anti-intellectualism, lact of self-confidence, overt expressicn 
of hostility, dislike for certain subjects, or failure to appreciate 
abstract thought can be traced to teachers who have been instrumental 
in instituting certain patterns of behavior, 
Dutton (8) expressed the opinion that attitudes held by prospec-
tive teachers toward the subjects that they will have to teach would 
seem to warrant study. In a study of attitudes of prospective teachers 
toward arithmetic, Dutton first secured data by having students answer 
two questions relating to favorable and unfavorable attitudes toward 
arithmetic. Written statements were received from 211 students 
enrolled in three elementary curriculum methods classes at the 
University of California at Los Angeles. These statements were then 
tabulated under two headings: (i) factors responsible for favorable 
attitudes, and (ii) factors causing unfavorable attitudes. 
One of the most significant factors coming out of the study was 
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an outpouring of unfavorable feelings toward arithmetic. Seventy-four 
per cent of all responses were unfavorable. Causes for unfavorable 
attitudes seemed to be associc:1,ted with lack of understanding of arith-
metic processes, little application to life and social usage; poor teach-
ing techniques involving boring drill, and feelings of inferiority and 
insecurity. A more stable type of response was given in relation to 
favorable statements which were less emotionally charged than were 
the unfavorable statements (8). 
In a second investigation; Dutton (16), of the University of 
California at Los Angeles, studied the attitudes of prospective teachers 
toward arithmetic, The conclusions were that such attitudes can be 
measured objectively and that useful data are obtainable for assistance 
in the education of prospective elementary teachers. He also concluded 
that the intermediate grades and junior high school are the crucial 
levels in the developmenLof attitudes toward arithmetic. Several 
other important conclusions included the following: 
1, The techniques for measuring attitudes developed 
by Thurstone can successfully be applied to subjects 
taught in elementary school. The process is labori-
ous, but it will yield desirable results. 
2. Feelings toward arithmetic are developed in all 
grades. The most crucial levels are in grades 3 
through 6 and in junior high school, 
3. Real enjoyment when problems can be worked with 
understanding, and pleasure in the challenge presented 
by an arithmetic problem are the most accepted favor-
able attitudes reported by students in the study. 
4. Significant unfavorable attitudes are: not feeling 
secure in the subject, being afraid of word-problems, 
and fear of the subject in general. 
Dutton (17) made a third study of attitudes, this one involving 
junior high school students representing a wide variety in language, 
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· ability, cultural background, and levels of parental income. The find-
ings were that pupils' dislike for arithmetic ie dependent upon a lack of 
understanding, difficulty in working problems, and poor achievement. 
In 1962 Dutton ( 18) conducted a study to determine whether 
there were any changes in attitudes of prospective elementary teachers 
toward mathematics since 1954. He tested a group of college students 
who had completed a methods course dealing with the teaching of 
arithmetic,:. Most of them had also taken algebra I and II and geometry 
in high school. The instrument used in the study was a shortened form 
of the attitude scale used by Dutton in 1954. Some of the findings of the 
study are: 
1. The attitudes of prospective teachers toward arithmetic 
in 1954 were almost identical with attitudes held by 
prospective teachers in the 1962 sampling. 
2. Many students have ambivalent feelings toward arith-
metic. The extremes, those with either very positive 
or very negative attitudes, are exceptions to the rule. 
3. There was not enough evidence found in this study to 
indicate any pronounced improvement in the ins true -
tional programs of public and private elementary 
schools directed toward the development of positive 
attitudes of pupils toward arithmetic. 
4. Attitudes toward arithmetic, once developed, are 
tenaciously held by prospective elementary school 
teachers. Continued efforts to redirect the negative 
attitudes of these students into constructive channels 
have not been very effe<;:tive. While the best antidote 
is probably improved teaching in the elementary school, 
continued study should be made of the improvement of 
attitudes toward arithmetic at the university level an.d 
through in-service instruction while doing regular class -
room teaching. 
5. The aspecte of arithmetic liked and disliked by pros-
pective elementary school teachers remained approxi-
mately the same between 1954 and 1962. 
Smith (19) administered the Dutton scales to prospective elemen-
tary teachers in 1964 and found that his group was more favorably 
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inclined toward arithmetic than Dutton 's 1954 group. Smith concluded 
that by 1964, knowledge of the revolution in school mathematics could 
have evoked substantial Hawthorne effect among prospective elementary 
teachers. 
A study of attitudes towa,rd mathematics by Aiken (20) had some 
interesting results. He concluded that (i) individuals with apparently 
· identical abilities and seemingly similar experiences with mathemaHc~ 
may have quite different attitudes toward the subject and (ii) attitudes 
are affected by the spec;:ific pattern of reward that the individual ,_,,-)/;:,,.;_ 
receives in mathematics. Another finding was that attitude toward 
mathematic;:s is not closely related to attitudes toward other academic 
subjects. However, it is related to students' statements about previous 
mathematics teachers. A study by Aiken and Dreger (21) also revealed 
that students I attitudes toward mathematics are closely related to their 
experiences with former mathematics teachers. 
Straight (22) conducted a study of the attitudes toward arithmetic 
of students and teachers in the third, fourth, and sixth grades. The 
purpose of the project was to study the attitudes of teachers and childrt=n, 
to note changes in attitudes from third to fourth to sixth grade, to note 
trends in attitudes of both children and teacher, and to compare the 
attitudes of boys and girls toward arithmetic. 
Straight's data led her to conclude that a large percentage of 
elementary teachers really enjoy teaching arithmetic and use many 
devices to make it interesting. She proposes that variables such as 
teacher's educational background, recent training, age, or years of 
experience make no significant difference either in her attitude toward 
the teaching of arithmetic, or in the attitude of the children in the group 
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Rice (23) arrived at similar conclusions in his study of attitudes of in.-
service elementary teachers. 
The pu:rpose of a study conducted by Kane (24) was to assess 
the attitudinal structures of prospective elementary teachers toward 
mathematics and other subject matter areas in which they would be 
teaching .. An instrument was administered to 58 elementary education 
majors at Purdue University at the close of their student teaching 
period. It was administered by a neutral person in a neutral setting to 
avoid bias toward any of the subjec::t areas. Results indicate that the 
prospective teachers tended to have relatively favorable attitudes 
toward mathematics, and particularly toward teaching mathematics in 
the elementary school. Relatively positive attitudes toward mathe-
matics and the desire to teach in the intermediate grades seem to be 
paired, while those students who indicate unfavorable at,titudea toward 
mathematics tend to prefer assignments in the primary grades. 
Almost all of the prospective teachers in Kane 1s study left the 
elementary school between 1954 and 1956, before the curriculum 
revision in mathematics hcid affected the elementary school. Most of 
them completed traditional secondary mathematics courses. Neverthe-
less, at the time the data were collected, these education majors 
exhibited relatively positive attitudes toward mathematics. What part 
of this outcome is due to publicity about "new mathematics" and 
reformed collegiate curricula in mathematics education is not known. 
One of the premises on which the present study is based also 
E!parked extensive studies by Breer and Locke (25 ). Their theory is 
that the individual learns by doing, that is, by working on a task. 
They contend that attitudes have their roots in task experience and 
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their theory predicts that no attitude change will take place until the 
individual has become actively engaged in performing his task, and that 
the longer he works at it (up to a point) the greater will be its effect on 
his attitudes. In summarizing their seven studies, they report the 
· following: 
The overwhelming majority of the findings, from behavior 
through situationally specific orientations all the way to 
abstract beliefs, values, and preferences, confirmed the 
predictions made on the bases of our theory. There can 
be no doubt, in the laboratory, at least, that task exper-
iences operate as an important determinant of an individuals 
system of attitudes. Whether or not these findings will be 
supported by studies conducted outside the laboratory is 
another matter. 
Although attitudes, interests, and achievement are by no means 
synony:i:nous, writers recognize a definite relationship between them. 
Witty (26) made the· following statement concerning the role of attitudes 
in children I s failures and successes: 
In every subject area the efficiency of instruction will be 
brightened by the development of an educational program 
which recognizes the significance of each child's attitudes. 
The classroom teacher needs to be constantly alert for the 
attitudes students are developing. There is much evidence to support 
the fac;:t that a positive correlation exists between attitudes teachers 
possess and attitudes their pupils acquire (27). Thus the teacher must 
. remember that attitudes are learned and that a maj cir function of 
effec;tive teaching is to provide an environment for the growth of 
po1;1itive attitudes. 
Since most educators agree that attitudes are learned, a brief 
discussion of literature related to theories of learning seems pertinent 
to the present study. Most writers are aware that a great deal of 
highly effective teaching of mathematics goes on now and has gone on 
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over the years. How else can one explain the rapid strides made in 
the field of mathematics and related fields in this century? Reputable 
mathematicians say that more new mathematics has been developed 
since 1900 than was known at that time. Surely some of the students 
managed to avoid being stymied in their development by the loudly 
condemned methods claimed to be prevalent in our classrooms. The 
work of mathematics teachers has been widely criticized,and such 
criticism has been helpful. It can continue to be helpful when it is not 
prejudiced by special interest groups and when it is not entirely nega-
tive (28). 
Throughout the first half of the twentieth century psychologists 
have been active in the development of learning theories. Even though 
there is much cm which learning theorists disagree, educators have 
also found many points on which there seems to be general agreement. 
They suspect that these points of agreement constitute a sounder guide 
for practice than does complete adherence to any one theory (29). 
After reviewing ten theories with careful documentation, 
Hilgard (30) develops the. following points of agreement: 
1. In deciding who should learn what, the capacities of 
the learner are very important. Brighter people can 
learn things less bright ones cannot learn; in general, 
older children can learn more readily than younger 
ones; the decline of ability with age in the adult years 
depends upon what it is that is being learned. 
2. A motivated learner acquires what he learns more 
readily than one who is not motivated. The relevant 
motives include both general and specific ones, for 
example, desire to learn, need for achievement 
(general). desire for a certain reward or to avoid 
a threatened punishment (specific). 
3. Motivation that is too intense (especially pain, fear, 
anxiety) may be accompanied by distracting emotional 
states, so that excessive motivation may be less 
effective than moderate motivation for learning some 
: ' ·l· '~. •,' 
kinds of tasks, especially those involving difficult 
discriminations. 
4. · Learning under the control of reward is usually 
preferable to learning under the control of punish-
ment, Correspondingly, learning motivated by 
success is preferable to learning motivated by 
failure. Even though the theoretical issue is still 
unresolved, the practival outcome must take into 
account the social by-products, which tend to be 
more favorable under reward than under punishment. 
5. Learning under intrinsic motivation is preferable to 
learning under extrinsic motivation. 
6. Tolerance for failure is best taught through providing 
a backlog of success that compensates for experienced 
failure. 
7. Individuals need practice in setting realistic goals for 
themselves, goals neither so low as to elicit little 
effort nor so high as to foreordain to failure. Realistic 
goal setting leads to more satisfactory improvement 
than unrealistic goal setting. 
8. The personal history of the individual, for example, 
his reaction to authority, may hamper or enhance his 
ability to learn from a given teacher. 
9. Active participation by a learner is preferable to passive 
reception when learning, for example, from a le:cture or 
a motion picture, 
10. Meaningful materials and meaningful tasks are learned 
more readily than nonsense materials and more readily 
than tasks not understood by the learner. 
11. There is no substitute for repetitive practice in the 
overlearning of skills (for instance, the performance 
of a concert pianist), or in the memorization of un-
related facts that have to be automatized. 
12. Information about the nature of a good performance, 
knowledge of his own mistakes, and knowledge of 
successful results aid learning. 
13. Transfer to new tasks will be better if, in learning, 
the learner can discover relationships for himself, 
and if he has experience during learning of applying 
the principles within a variety of tasks. 
14. Spaced or distributed recalls are advantageous in 
fixing material that is to be long retained, 
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All of Hilgard's points of agreement apply to the teaching situa-
tion in which the present study was conducted. However, points 9 and 
10 seem to be especially applicable to the micro-teaching technique 
used in this experiment. Micro-teaching certainly requires active 
participation by the prospective elementary teacher. She must present 
content which is mathematically correct, and she must present it in a 
clear, concise form so that the other members of the class can under-
stand it. During the critiquing session when the video-taped presenta-
tion is replayed, the learner gains information about the nature of her 
performance. The instructor points out the learner's mistakes, but 
the strong points in the presentation are emphasized. The immediate 
feedback provided by the video-tape replay increases the effectiveness 
of the learning situation (31). 
Since micro-teaching is one of the most recent innovations in 
teacher education, the literature relating to this technique is limited. 
Developed at Stanford University by Professor Dwight W. Allen (32) 
and his associates, micro-teaching is designed to concentrate on the 
development of particular competencies on the part of the prospective 
teacher. The prospective teacher teaches brief lessons to small groups 
of students. These teaching episodes, which last from five to ten 
minutes, are usually video-taped and played back to the prospective 
teacher and his supervisor for purposes of analysis. The prospective 
teacher then reteaches the same concept to a. new group of students. 
This process is repeated until competence is achieved in a particular 
teaching skill. The micro-teaching procedures used in the present 
study vary slightly from those developed at Stanford, but they are 
basically the same. 
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The purpose of micro-teaching, as it was used at Stanford, was 
to prepare the prospective teacher for student teaching. The act of 
teaching was broken down into technical skills. The emphasis during 
any one micro-teaching experience was on one of these skills, the idea 
being that the prospective teacher would make progress by improving 
one skill at a time. 
The following nine skills were isolated at Stanford (33): 
1. Establishing a set. -- This is the skill of establishing 
a setting for the idea to be learned. The purpose is 
to gain rapport between students and teacher in order 
to obtain immediate involvement in the lesson. Exper-
ience indicates that there is a direct relationship 
between effectiveness in establishing set and effective-
ness of the total lesson. 
2. Establishing appropriate frames of reference. -- A 
single frame of reference might be adequate for a 
student to learn, but several frames of reference 
deepen and broaden the general field of understanding. 
An example in mathem~tics teaching is to present, or 
have students present, more than one way of solving 
a problem. 
3. Achieving closure when the major purposes, principles, 
and constructs of a lesson, or part of a lesson, are 
judged to have been lear'ned. - - This is more than a 
simple summary of the lesson; it should pull together 
the major points, act as a cognitive link between past 
knowledge and new knowledge, and leave the student 
with the feeling that he has really learned something. 
4. Using questions effectively. - - The novice teacher tends 
to ask questions that are so general in nature, or so 
vague or poorly worded, that it is impossible for the 
students to answer them; or he tends to ask questions 
that are so specific they can be answered by a single 
word. 
5, Recognizing and obtaining attentive behavior. -- The 
prospec;tive teacher learns to recognize visual cues 
of interest or boredom, of comprehension or bewilder-
ment, and can practice changing class 'activities to 
re gain attention. 
6. Controlling participation. -- The beginner learns how 
to encourage or discourage class;room participation 
and how to analyze his positive and negative reactions 
to students. 
7. Providing fe.edback. - - The new teacher tends to get 
feedback on how well the lesson is being learned by 
calling for the feedback from too few students, ueually 
those he soon learns will know the right answers. 
8. Employing rewards and punishments. -- The major aim 
here is to learn how to use these for reinforcement 
purposes, 
9. Setting a model. -- Micro-teaching makes it possible to 
provide good models of specific technical skills- as an 
integral part of training. 
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The video-tape is a definite asset in the micro-teach\ip.g process. 
The visual and audio record of the teaching allows the student to see 
and hear her performance. Her supervisor can help her analyze the 
lesson so that she can practice for improvement and micro-teach again 
to see if she has improved (34). 
The review of related literature revealed that tea,,cher training 
programs must be under constant study if they are to produce teachers 
who are qualified. in both content and methodology. Dr. John I. Goodlad 
(35) of UCLA, in his report on curriGulum reform development, 
emphasizes the importance of teacher education in curriculum reform 
projects in the following statement: 
Broad-scale implementation of current curriculum projects 
depends upon both the usefulness of materials produced and 
the in-service education of teachers who use them. Most · 
projects have distinguished themselves on both accounts, 
Continuing self-renewal of the current curriculum reform 
movement, however, depends upon the pre-service prepara-
tion of teachers in new content (and accompanying pedagogy), 
and the education of teache;Hs of teachers who understand 
and are sympathetic to the place of organized subject matter 
iti the education of the young. Current projects have not 





The experiment was conducted at State College of Arkansas 
during the first semester of the 1968-69 academic year. The purpose 
of the experiment was to compare the effects of two methods of ins true -
tion on two groups of prospective elementary teachers enrolled in an 
elementary mathematics course. The primary concern of the investi-
gator was the effect of the two methods of instruction on the attitudes of 
the students toward mathematics, The effect on achievement was also 
considered in the study, but no attempt was made to measure the 
correlation between attitude and achievement in mathematics. 
The classes chosen for the experimental part of the study were 
two sections of mathematics for elementary teachers. In the experL-
mental group of 43 students the course content was presented by the 
students. The lecture group of 42 students was taught by the instructor 
who presented the course content by the lecture method. An attempt 
was made to assign the same number of students to each section, but · 
no attempt was made to assign them randomly. There was no control 
group in this study. The investigator was the only instructor involved 
in the experiment. 
Two instruments were used in the experiment. The Dutton 
Arithmetic Attitude Scale and The Structure of the Number System test 
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were administered to each grnup during the first week of the semester, 
in September. Just prior to the close of the semester, in January, the 
same instruments were administered to each group a second time. The 
statistical analyses related to the experiment were completed by using 
the adjusted posttest results. 
Subject Matter 
The subject matter involved in the experiment is commonly 
referred to as modern mathematics for elementary teachers. Topics 
covered included set theory, whole numbers, systems of numeration, 
integers, rational numbers, decimals, the number line and its uses, 
and geometry. 
The following concepts were developed in the unit on set theory: 
set, set membership, set notation (including set-builder notation), set 
measurement (empty set, finite set, and infinite set), set relationships 
(equivalence, equality, greater than, less than, disjointedness, subset, 
and proper subset), universal set, complement set, set operations 
(union, intersection, complementation, cross product, and partition), 
and set operation properties (closure, commutativity, associativity, 
identity, and distributivity). 
The following concepts were developed in the units on whole 
numbers: number, numeral, numeration, counting numerals, place-
value, expanded notation, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, 
order, and ordinal numbers. The properties of the whole numbers 
under addition and multiplication were also developed, These included 
closure, commutativity, associativity, identity, cancellation, and 
distributivity. Each of the above properties were developed by relating 
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them to an appropriate concept from set theory. For example, addition 
was developed using the union of disjoint sets, The fact that most of the 
above properties did not hold for the operations of subtraction and 
division on the whole numbers was illustrated by using appropriate 
counterexamples .. Finally, the algorithms for each operation were 
developed in great detail. 
In the unit on systems of numeration the important concepts 
from base ten were reviewed and nondecimal systems were introduced. 
Du.rir.i.g this review, base ten was presented as a. mathematical system 
consisting of ten basic symbols, a place value principle, two direct 
operations (addition and multiplication), and two inverse operations 
(subtraction and division), Grouping was used to illustrate that a given 
number idea may have many different symbolisms. The operations 
(addition, subtractionf multiplication, and division) were presented 
through the use of expanded notation and regrouping. Both decimal and 
nondecimal bases were used in these presentations. The use of non-
decimal bases served to promote an understanding of the operations 
and procedures which would have been memorized in a base ten system • 
. In other words, the students I previous knowledge of the operations in 
base ten would have tended to cause them to ignore the significance of 
place value as they carried out the four fundamental operations on the 
set of whole numbers. As closure, commutativity, associativity, 
identity, cancellation, and distributivity were used in nondecimal bases, 
it was pointed out that these properties are independent of any given 
system of numeration. 
In order to provide closure under the operation of subtraction, 
the set of whole numbers had to be extended to include negative numbers. 
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For example, 5 - 7 = -2 which is not a member of the set of whole 
numbers. This new set which includes the whole numbers and their 
negatives is called the set of integers. It was pointed out that this 
extension of the set of whole numbers not only provides closure under 
subtraction, but it introduces a new property, the additive inverse. 
The students were shown that the properties previously stated for the 
set of whole numbers also hold for the set of integers. 
A rational number was defined as a class of ordered pairs of 
integers, denoted by the pairs in lowest form. It was pointed out that 
these ordered pairs could be written in the form (a, b) or a/b where a 
and b are integers and b is not equal to zero. This symbolism was 
then used in defining an equivalence relation, addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division. For example, addition was defined as 
follows: For any two rational numbers a/band c/d, their sum is 
defined to be (ad+ bc)/bd. The properties (closure, commutativity, 
associativity, identity, inverse, and distributivity) for the four funda-
mental operations were developed as theorems based on the above 
definitions and the related properties for the integers. Definitions for 
order and density were given and tests for ordering rational numbers 
in lowest form were introduced. For example, it was shown that 
a/b > c/d if and only if ad> be; and a/b < c/d if and only if ad< be. 
The unit on decimals was probably the most traditionally treated 
unit presented. This unit included the following concepts: decimal 
notation, converting decimals to fractions, addition with decimals, 
subtraction with decimals, products and quotients involving powers of 
ten, multiplying with decimals, dividing with decimals, rounding off 
decimals, converting fractions to decimals, converting a repeating 
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decimal to an equivalent fraction, and scientific notation. 
The number line was presented as an arbitrary line (usually 
horizontal) with an arbitrary point as the origin representing the integer 
zero and an arbitrary unit of length for determining the position of 
each of the other integers. The number line was used to illustrate 
number facts, not to prove them. Even though the entire set of real 
numbers was not treated in this course, the existence of a one-to-one 
correspondence between the points on the number line and the set of 
real numbers was pointed out. Each of the four operations (addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division) on whole numbers was 
illustrated using the number line and examples were given. Also, 
certain properties of integers and frac;:tions under these operations 
were illustrated using' the number line. 
In the unit on geometry primary emphasis was on the aspects 
of nonmetric geometry. Only minimum attention was given to such 
measurement concepts as length, area, and volume. The set concepts 
and language developed in the unit on set theory were used in the dis-
cussion of geometric figures as sets of points. The following geome-
tric concepts were presented in this unit: points, segments, lines, 
rays, planes, angles, simple closed curves, regions, polygons and 
polygonal regions, and convex sets. 
Methods of Instruction 
Two methods of instruction were employed in the experiment. 
They were the "lect-µre'' method and the "micro-teaching" method. In 
this report the group taught by the "lecture" method is referred to as 
the lecture group, while the group taught by the "micro~teaching" 
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method is referred to as the experimental group. 
In an attempt to minimize the number of variables which might 
· influence the outcome of the experiment, the following guidelines were 
obser:ved, 
1. Ea.ch of the groups met two periods per week. Each period 
lasted 75 minutes. 
2. The class periods for both groups were in the morning. 
3. Both groups met in the same class room. 
4. With the exception of the video-tape recorder, the same 
facilities were available to both groups. 
5. The investigator was in charge of all class meetings per-
taining to this experiment. 
6. The same textbook, Arithmetic, Its Structure and Concepts 
by Francis J. Mueller (36), was used and the same concepts were 
presented to both groups. 
7. Similar teacher made tests were administered to both group; 
for grading purposes. 
8. The same instruments for measuring the effects of the two 
methods of instruction on attitudes toward mathematics and achieve.;;i;'~p 
ment in mathematics were administered to both groups. 
The lecture method was the method of instruction which is 
normally used in mathematics courses designed for prospective ele-
mentary teachel;"s. Each new concept was first introduced through a 
lecture presented by the instructor. The number of concepts developed 
in a given 7 5 minute period varied in relation to the complexity of the 
given concepts. The lecture was then supplemented by a homework 
assignment which consisted of reading in the textbook and solving 
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specified problems from the textbook which were related to the lecture. 
The concepts covered in the reading assignment were discussed again 
at the beginning of the next class meeting and the students were allowed 
to ask question13 about concepts or assigned problems which had given 
them difficulty, After all questions were answered, the .instructor 
then lectured on new concepts and a new assignment was made. This 
cycle was repeated throughout the entire course, 
Four 50 minute examinations and a final examination:were 
administered during the semester. Each of the four 50 minute exami-· 
nations co,ntaine.d::·questions pertaining to the concepts covered since 
the previous examination. The two hour final examination was com-
prehensive in nature. Since these examinations were used primarily 
for grading purposes, the results were not included in the statistical 
analysis related to the experiment. 
The experimental method involved a more active role on the -
part of the students. The subject matter covered was the same as 
that presented to the lecture group, and the same textbook was used, 
hut most of the content was presented by the students. Each student 
in the experimental group gave two presentations during the sem.e·ster. 
These presentations varied in length from five to twenty minutes, but 
most of them lasted about ten minutes. 
During each class meeting, topics to be presented during the 
next class meeting were assigned to from two to four students, The 
assignment for the remainder of the group was the same as the one 
for the lecture group. These assigned topics were presented by the 
students during the first part of the next class meeting. Other 
members of the class were instructed to ask questions and make 
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comments during the presentations. Even though class participation 
was e11couraged during the entire ·semester, the more productive dis -
cuss ions occurred during the second half of the semester.· This was 
. ' 
· · probably due to the fact that each student had given one presentation 
during the first nine. weeks and they all felt more secure irithe micro., 
·. teac;hing situation as the semester progressed. After the s~udents .·· 
completed the presentation of their assigned topics, t?-e r~mainder <of 
the period was used by the instructor to review the concepts just 
presented, to answer questions, to make individual assignments for 
the next class meeting, and to make the class assignmenL 
All student presentations were video-taped, Critiquing sessio'Q.S 
were scheduled for the afternoon of the day on which tlfe students 
taught. These sessions were attended only by the instructor and the 
students who had been video-taped that day. As the tapes were· 
. ' 
replayed, the instructor pointed out strong points and weak points in 
both content and methodology. For example, if the student had pre-
s ented a particular mathematical concept and had given appropriate 
examples illustrating the concept, the il'.lstructor p~.aised the student 
for her knowledge of the concept and her ability to present it c;learly: 
' . 
On the other hand, if the student failed to communicate with the other 
meml;>ers of the class during her presentation, this weakness was 
pointed out. During the critiquing sessions major emphasis was on 
reinforcing the actions of the students which the instrilctj:)r consid.ered 
to be desirable. Even though each student was given suggestions as to 
' ' 
how she might improve her next presentation, the ma}or emphasis wa~ 
on positive reinforcement, 
' . 
Each tape was replayed as many times as the student cieslred. 
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In some cases the instructor would stop the tape and replay only the 
part which he or the student wanted to see a second time. The flexi-
bility of the video-tape recorder allowed the instructor to stop the tape 
at any point in the presentation where he felt that comments would be 
helpful, but most of the comments and suggestions were withheld until 
the end of the tape. 
Except for the days on which examinations were given, the above 
procedures were repeated during the entire semester. The examina-
tion procedures were the same as those for the lecture group. 1 
Evaluation Instruments 
Two instruments were used in this experiment. The first, 
Wilbur H. Dutton 's Arithmetic Attitude Scale, i~ a 22 statement 
Thurstone type scale designed to measure the attitude of prospective 
elementary teachers toward mathematics. Dutton (8) askeq. students 
enrolled in education classes at the University of California to write 
out their feelings toward arithmetic. Two categories were used--
favorable and unfavorable attitudes. Eighty-three statements were 
selected from the responses collected over a five-year period .. After 
these statements were carefully edited, 45 statements were retained 
for use in the sorting procedures which were used in the further selec-
tion of desirable statements. The final scale consisting of 22 state-
ments was selected from ·the 45 statements of feelings toward arith:a -
metlc. The scale values of these statements range from l. 0 for the 
statement "I detest arithmetic and avoid using it at all times" to 10. 5 
for the statement "Arithmetic thrills me, and I like it better than any 
other subject." No attempt was made to give a total score or an 
average score for the scale. In this experiment, each student was 
instructed to respond to as many or as few of the statements as they 
thought applied to their feelings. 
Dutton measured the reliability of the scale by the test-and-
retest procedure. The correlation between the two sets of scores, 
taking an average scale value for the total test for each student, was 
0. 94. While there were enough statements for constructing cl. second 
scale and correlating the two scales, Dutton felt that this one was 
adequate for the purpose for which it was designed. 
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The second instrument, The Structure of the Number System 
(Form A), produced by Educational Testing Service, Cooperative 
Mathematics Tests Division, was used to measure the levels of achieve-
ment resulting from the two methods of instruction. This test is an 
achievement test designed to measure understanding of the real 
number system up to the rational numbers. The test consists of 40 
multiple choice questions which sample the following topics: arithmetic 
judgement, operational properties (closure, commutativity, associa.-
tivity, and distributivity), inverses and identities, properties of the 
integers, place value, (factors, di vis ors, and multiples), prime 
numbers, number lines, zero denominator, number systems (bases 
other than ten), modular arithmetic, and Roman numerals. 
The Number Systems test was designed by the Educational 
Testing Service staff and some 46 high school and college mathematics 
teachers. The test was pretested throughout the country in May, 1960, 
After analyzing the results, it was revised in May, 1961 and repretested 
in May, 1962. The results from the second pretesting indicated the 
test was appropriate for the intended population. 
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This test was selected because it was the only commercially 
produced test directly related to the secondary objective of the experi-
ment, that of comparing student achievement in mathematics resulting 
from two methods of instruction. It stresses understanding of facts, 
principles and relationships, and does not emphasize computational 
skills. Furthermore, the test is a measure of developed abilities, 
and thus its content validity is very important. Educational Testing 
Service feels they have insured this by entrusting test construction to 
persons well qualified to judge the relationship of test content to 
teaching objectives. The reliability reported by E.T. S. is a measure 
of internal consistency, computed by using the Kuder-Richardson 
Formula 20. The reliability of the test was . 86 with a standard error 
of measurement of 2. 75. The correlation of the test with the SCAT-
Quantitative Test was . 78. Educational Testing Service pointed out that 
this was lower than expected, but this was due to the fact that this 
test measures understanding while the SCAT-Quantitative Test 
emphasizes computational skills. The test had an item-total score 
discrimination correlation of . 50. These results indicate that the 
test is effective in discriminating between high and low ability students 
(3 7). 
Analysis 
A nonrandomized pretest-posttest design was used in this 
experiment (38). The pretests, The Dutton Arithmetic Attitude Scale 
and The Structure of the Number System test, were administered to 
both groups during the first week of the semester in September, 1968. 
The posttests, The Dutton Arithmetic Attitude Scale and The Structure 
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of the Number System test, were administered during the last week of 
the semester in January, 1969. The data which were i.:1sed to test the 
hypotheses were the pretest and posttest scores. Other data such as 
I. Q, scores, personality test evaluations, and A. C. T. mathematics 
test scores were not available for the groups. 
The t test was used to dete:r:mine whether or not there wa!;l a 
significant difference in the mean obtained when The Dutton Arithmetic 
Attitude Scale was administered at the beginning of the course and the 
mean obtained when the same' scale was administered at the end of the 
course. Popham (39) explairis the use of the t test when he states: 
The t test is used to determine just how great the differ-
ence between two means must be in order for it to be 
judged significant~ that is, a significant departure from 
differences which might be expected by chance alone. 
Since "intact" groups were used in the experiment, analysis of 
covariance wai, employed to test the sec;ond and third hypotheses. 
Garrett (40) explains the use of analysis of covariance in the following 
statement: 
Analysis of covariance represents an extension of the 
analysis of variance to allow for the correlation between 
initial and final scores. Covariance analysis is especially 
useful for experiments in the behavioral sciences where 
for various reasons it is impossible or quite difficult to 
equate control and experimental groups at the start: a 
situation which one often obtains in actual experiments. 
Through covariance analysis one is able to affect adjust-
ments in final or terminal scores which will allow for 
differences in some initial variable. 
Further justification for using analysis of covariance in this 
experiment is found in the following statement by Popham (39). 
It should be noted that analysis of covariance is often used 
to investigate mean differences between only two groups. 
This situation ordinarily, without the adjustment operation, 
would be treated with a t test rather than analysis of vari.-
ance. This is done because there is no method of adjusting 
two intact groups in the t test scheme other than through 
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analysis of covariance. 
The second hypothesis stated that attitude change of the subjects 
in the groups taught by the micro-teaching method would be significanti.'y 
more favorable than that of the subjects taught by the lecture method. 
In the test of this hypothesis, the criterion or dependent variable was 
the posttest scores on The Dutton Arithmetic Attitude Scale 1 the control 
variable was the pretest results on the same scale, and the independent 
variable was the method of instruction used on each of the two groups. 
The third hypothesis stated that the level of achievement of the 
subjects in the experimental group would be significantly greater than 
that of the subjects in the lecture group. In the analysis of covariance 
testing this hypothesis, the criterion or dependent variable was the. 
posttest scores on The Structure of the Number System test, the 
control variable was the pretest results. on the same test, and the 
independent variable was the method of instruction employed during 
the experiment, 
As indicated previously, no attempt was made in this experi-
ment to measure the correlation between the scores obtained on the 
attitude scale and those obtained on the mathemc).tics achievement test. 
The statistical treatment of scores related to attitude toward mathe-
matics was completely independent of the treatment of scores related 
to achievement in mathematics. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction 
This chapter reports the data gathered and interprets these 
from inferences drawn from certain statistical procedures. All data 
were anaiyzed by the Oklahoma State University Computer Center at 
Stillwater, Oklahoma. The . 05 level was used to judge the significance 
of all statistical tests. The rejection of any hypothesis was directed; 
therefore, one-tailed tests of significance were employed. This 
chapter is divided into three major parts representing the three hypo-
theses stated in research form. Even though the same data were 
analyzed in the tests of the first two hypotheses, two different statisti-
cal tests were employed. Consequently, they. are treated separately.·.· 
l 
in this report. 
Change in Attitude~ .. one Group 
The first hypothesis stated that favorable attitudes of prospec-
tive mathematics teachers toward mathematics will increase signifi~,.. 
cantly while they are en.rolled in Mathematics 43 51. In the statement 
of this hypothesis, no distinction was made between subjects in the 
e:xperimental group and those in the lecture group. In other words, for 
the purposes of this hypothesis, all 85 subjects involved in the study 
were combined to form one group. The test of this hypothesbt was 
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based on the pretest and ~osttest scores listed in Table I. Even though 
the scores for the experimental group and the lecture group were not 
treated separately in this part of the report, they are listed separately 
in Table I. Later reference will be made to this table, at which time 
if will be necessary for the scores of the two groups to be listed 
separately. 
TABLE I 
MA THEMATICS ATTITUDE INVENTORY SCORES 
Experimental Group Lecture Group 
Student Pre Post Student f/.:t'R,re Post 
1 6.30 5.82 1 3. 56 4.25 
2 3.68 4.94 2 4.63 5.25 
3 6.66 6. 17 3 6.06 5,60 
4 4.81 4.81 4 6.20· 4. 60 . 
5 5. 18 5. 40 5 5.39 6.00 
6 5.05 5.26 6 3.33 3. 78 
7 3. 71 3. 87 · 7 3.60 4.97 
8 4.41 6.40 8 5. 44 5.64 
9 7.37 . 6. 80 9 7.33 6.79 
10 4,48 5.22 10 6.61 8,21 
11 6. 83 5.82 11 6.66 7.64 
12 7.78 6.94 12 3.72 2.66 
13 5.87 6. 10 13 4.64 4.89 
14 6. 10 5.98 14 6,24 6.99 
15 4.63 6. 27 15 4.48 4.63 
16 4. 18 5.01 16. · 2.72 4, 15 
17 5, 03 6.27 17 3.88 3.83 
18 5.06 5.60 18 6.83 7.83 
19 6.02 6.21 19 5,65 5.22 
20 6.69 4. 13 20 4.49 4.72 
21 4.63 4.00 21 4,04 4,91 
22 4. 70 5. 85 22 4.71 4.07 
·,:~.~" 3.70 4, 19 23 7. 96 7.45 
24 3.46 3.94 24 6.36 4.90 
25 8.34 8.26 25 4. 13 4.71 
26 6. 15 7.67 26 6.10 7. 57 
27 4. 18 4.40 27 6.68 7.32 
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. 5 ~ 5 5 > · 5. 54 
·. 5~ 4,4 6; 8,0 
'6,45 ·.·· 6.:73 
A~ 33 ·, · .. ·. 6. 78 
3~_81 .. 5,.23 , 
6 . .'96 ·6.40 
7, 22 1·: 54. 
. 6/18 ,_.·-6. 71. 
. .. -3:i.71 · < . · ••. ··.· 5, ()Q. 
4.,4Q. J. 38 
·. 3. 11 · · · 4.00 
5, 72 6·. 33 
5;22 5.56 
0;34 
··· 1;.ZO. ··1. 38•··. 
Scale by'the subjects·invcil;ed in t_his study :is.~ep6:ri~4.tr.i:i:'a1>.lJ:l··u/· 
Each s taternent ha.s a scale val-µe :w:b.icb indica;tes the· irit~'rlsity p{,,fihe · 
. . . . . . . . 
respondent's .. feelings.· The ·s~a1e yalue~. range frotl:l ;i\o·c$t-rong·, 
dislike) to 10. 5 (strongly fo favor), 
. . . . . 
· .. Althcnigh the results listed in Table II E;ihow ari·int;ret$:~ inth·~·-; 
perGentage of the Sample who.chos~.· posifi've.statements with the._.excep~ .· 
· .. tioh o~ st~tement numbeted 17, it should be .note~ that tlle change ·in 
.. . .. . . . . . 
·m.agri.lt~de of s-qme of these ·percentages was slight:,·. F:urth~r:mor~, only 
. . . . . . . . 
a srnaU,~erce,ntage of the sample chose pos,Uive stateni~nts numbered.' 
,'? . ,• . . . . . . . . . 
TABLE II 
ATTil,UDE TOWARD ARITHMETIC .'.BEFORE AND AF'TER 
COMPLETION OF A COURSE IN MATHEMATICS. FOR • 
. ELEMENTARY TEACHERS . . 
.. 
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Sta.temerif .· .. Scale. '.Per~~nt 
. . . ·. . ·. . . . 
L I think about arithmetic problems outside . 
of scho9l and like to work them out. . 
2. I don't feel sure of myself in arithmetic. 
3. I enjoy seeing how rapidly and accurately 
I can work arithmetic problems. 
4. I like arithmetic, but I like other 
subjects just as well. 
5. I like arithmetic because it is practical. 
6. I don't think arithmetic is fun, but I 
always want to do well in it. 
7. Tam>not enthusiastic about arithmetic, 
.but I have no real dislike .for it either. 
8. · Arithmetfo is as important as any qther 
subject. 
9. Arithmetic. is something youhave to do 
even thoughit is not enjoyable. 
10. Sometimes I enjoy the .challenge preE'!ented 
by an arithmetic problem, 
11. I have always been afraid of arithmetic. 
12. I would like to spend more time in school 
working arithmetic. 
13. I detest arithmetic and avoid using tt .at 
all times. · · 
14. I enjoy doing p.roblems when I know how 
to war~ them well. 
15. I avoid arithmetic becau:Se I am not very 
good with n~ures . 
. ·. 16, Arithmetic thrills me, and I like it 






















62.35 54 . 12 
25.88 38. 82 
49.41 45. 88 
24.71 28. 24 
48. 24 32. 94 
48. 24 28.24 
89.Al 86.12 
}O. 59. ..22. ~5 
64. 71 70. 59 
;34. 12 35. 29 
8.24 18. 82 
.2, 35 L 18 
78. 82 83. 53 
... ·,·. 
: 
31. 76 16.47 
L 18 2. 35 
.. 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
Statement 
Scale Pe:r:cent 
· Value Pre Post 
17. I never get tired of working with 9.8 8,24 4.71 
numbers. 
18. I am afraid of doing word problems, 2.0 52.94 52. 94 
1 9. Arithmetic is very interesting, 8. 1 40.00 49. 41 
20. I have never liked arithmetic, 1. 5 15.29 10, 59 
21. I think arithmetic is the most 10.4 3. 53 lo. 59 
enjoyable subject I have taken. 
22. I can't see much value in arithmetic. 3.0 0.00 0.00 
16, 17, and 21 on the pos ttes t; whereas a reli:1.tively large percentage of 
these students selected negative statements 2 and 18. 
The percentage of the sample who chose negative statements 
dec;:reased on all negative statements except thof;le numbered 11, 18, 
and 22, The percentage of students selecting statement numbered 11 
increased slightly; whereas the pretest and posttest percentages on 
statements numbered 18 and 22 remained constant. 
Although the results listed in .Table II indicate \that the ma the -
matics course for elementary teache:i;s c;:ultivated a more favorable 
attitude toward arithmetic, the t test was used to determine ff the 
difference between the means on the pretest and posttest was significant 
The results of the t test analysis are reported in Table III. 
As a starting point toward testing the first hypothesis 1 the 





A COMPARISON OF MATHEMATICS ATTITUDE 
INVENTORY SCORES 
Number;,, Standard Mean nl~,iiH~n Score 
85 1. 37 5.46 
85 1. 29 5.69 
:.:, 1. 66 required for significance at the . 05 level. 
t 
were noted. The t test was employed to test the significance of the 
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difference between these means. The t test is a parametric statistic 
designed for use with interval data (41). Application of the t test 
required information relative to the group 1:1ize, the pretest and post-
test means, and the sum of the squared deviations of the scores away 
from the mean for each test. The data necessary for the determination 
of the t value were obtained from the information in Table I. It has 
been summarized in Table III. 
The data yielded a t value of 2. 39. The table value for tat the 
. 05 level of significance with 84 degrees of freedom is 1. 66. Thus, 
the first hypothesis stating that favorable attitudes of prospective 
teachers toward mathematics will increase significantly while they are 
enrolled in Mathematics 4351, was accepted. 
Change in Attitude - -Two Groups 
The second hypothesis stated that attitude change of the subjects 
in the experimental group would be significantly more favorable than 
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that of the subjects in the lecture group. Since it was impossible to 
match or equate the classes, analysis of covariance was used in the 
analysis of the data. This statistical method enables one to effect 
adjustments in the final or terminal scores which will compensate for 
uncontrolled variation existing originally among the groups. 
The data used to test the second hypothesis was taken from 
Table I. The Oklahoma State University Computer Center analyzed 
this data using single classification analysis of covariance. The find-
ings of this analysis are presented in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF EXPERIMENTAL AND LECTURE 
MA THEMATICS STU DENTS' AT 'rITUDE INVENTORY SCORES 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
Between 1 0. 19 0. 19 0.27* 
Within 82 55.98 0.68 
Total 83 56. 17 
*3.96 required for significance at the . 05 level. 
From Table IV, the calculated F value is shown as O. 27 correct 
to two decimal places. The critical F vahie at the . 05 level of s ignifi-
cance, for the given degrees of freedom, is 3. 96. From this it may be 
seen that no statistically significant difference existed between the two 
groups on the adjusted posttest results. Thus, the second hypothesis 
which stated that attitude change of the subject$ in the experimental 
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group would be significantly more favorable than that of the subjects in 
the lecture group was rejected. 
Change in Achievement- -Two Groups 
The primary purpose of this study was to investigate experi-
mentally the comparative effectiveness of two methods of instruction 
on the attitudes of prospective elementary teachers toward mathematics. 
The secondary purpose was to compare the effectiveness of the same 
two methods of instruction on achievement in mathematics. The data 
used in the test of the third hypothesis concerning achievement is 
listed in Table V. 
TABLE V 
MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES 
Experimental Group Lecture Group 
Student Pre Post Student Pre Post 
I 17 24 l 9 15 
2 9 16 2 5 13 
3 18 26 3 16 20 
4 15 21 4 23 27 
5 10 26 ·,.s 28 30 
6 17 23 6 7 20 
7 9 16 7 12 20 
8 16 17 8 21 27 
9 15 13 9 16 27 
10 13 19 10 21 24 
11 24 27 11 25 30 
12 10 20 12 13 14 
13 24 25 13 11 16 
14 9 16 14 33 37 
15 11 15 15 16 20 
16 18 24 16 12 6 
17 18 26 17 10 17 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
-
Experimental Group Lecture G·:toup 
Student Pre Post Student Pre Post 
18 7 19 18 27 36 
19 27 29 19 19 23 
20 15 19 20 20 16 
21 16 20 21 12 21 
22 22 22 24 10 12 
23 17 22 23 18 24 
24 18 25 24 11 18 
25 33 36 25 21 26 
26 23 27 26 21 32 
27 18 22 27 17 25 
28 14 21 28 16 22 
29 22 24 29 27 32 
30 20 22 30 12 20 
31 21 18 31 16 27 
32 23 28 32 12 18 
33 15 15 33 19 24 
34 16 25 34 11 15 
35 20 34 35 21 29 
36 28 35 36 22 23 
37 14 27 37 29 30 
38 15 21 38 20 28 
39 24 29 39 11 23 
40 18 27· 40 12 16 
41 16 25 41 13 2,2 
42 28 31 42 28 32 
43 27 33 
Mean 1 7. 91 23.49 17.21 22.79 
Gain 5. 58 5. 57 
Standard 
Deviation 5.82 5.52 6.56 6. 71 
The third hypothesis stated that the level of achievement of the 
subjects in the experimental group would be significantly greater than 
that of the subjects in the lecture group. Since it was impossible to 
match or equate the classes, analysis of covariance was used in the 
analysis of the data. The analysis of covariance enables one to effect 
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adjustments in the final or terminal scores which will compensate for 
uncontrolled variation existing originally among the groups. 
The data used to test the third hypothesis is found in Table V. 
The Oklahoma State University Computer Center analyzed this data 
using single classification analysis of covariance. The findings of 
this analysis are presented in Table VI. 
TABLE VI 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF EXPERIMENTAL AND LECTURE 





















From Table VI, the calculated F value is shown as 0. 03 
F 
0. 03* 
correct to two decimal places. The critical F value at the . 05 level 
of significance, for the given degrees of freedom, is 3. 96. From this 
it may be seen that no statistically significant difference existed be -
tween the two groups on the adjusted posttest results. Thus, the third 
hypothesis which stated that the level of achievement of the subjects in 
the experimental group would be significantly greater than that of the 
subjects in the lecture group was rejected. 
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Summary 
. . . . 
·. The purpose of this section is to summarize the results of the 
statistic~l analyses carried out in conjunction with the three hypotheses 
of the experiment. The final conc.lusions, limitations, and recommenil.:.::. 
dations are presented in Chapter V. 
Three specific hypothese13 were tested in this study. Each 
hypothesis was related to the comparative effectiveness of two methods 
of teaching mathematics for elementary teache:ts .. Comparisons of 
effectiveness were made in the areas of attitudes toward mathematics 
and achievements in mathema.tics. 
The first test compared the pretest and posttest results. of an ·. 
attitude scale administered to 85 subjects, The calculated l valu.e was 
· 2,.39 while the critical t value, for the given degrees of freedom; was 
· 1. 66. This result indicated that the differen~e i-n, the pretest a~d post., 
.. · : __ .· ... 
. . ' 
test results was statistically significant. The:refore, the first hypo~· 
thesis was accepted. 
.· . . . · ... ·· .. .- .·' ·.·, ···:·:_.:_ .. :· 
The second analysis compared the adjusted posttest results oJ 
an attitude scale administered to 43 subjects in the exp~rirrt~ntatgid'Up 
. . . ... :·· . · .. ·.• 
with those obtained when the same sea.le was admlriister~d to 42 · 
subjects in the lecture group. 
. ·. ' . 
the critical F value, for the given degrees of freedom, was-3; 96,· 
Thus, the difference in the posttest results for the two grpups was· 
obviously not sNttis tic;:ally signific-ant. On the basis of this analysis, 
the second hypothesis was rejected. 
The third ci.nd last analysis was a comparison of the effective-
, ness of two methods of instruction on achievement in mathematics, 
Using the pretest and posttest resu,lts on a mathematics achievement 
test administered to both groups, · the analysis of covariance yielded 
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. an F value of 0. 03. Since this F value was obviously not statistically 
significant, the third hypothesis was rejected, 
The data presented in Table VII, though not inclu.ded in the 
statistical analysis or related to the hypothes~s; may be of interest to 
the re,;1.der. 
TABLE VII 
SUMMARY OF MEANS AND RANGES OBTAINED FROM 
RAW SCORES 
Experimental Group j . . Lecture Group 
Mean Range Mean Range 
Number Pre Post Pre Post Number -· Pre Post Pre Po~ft 
Males l 7 7 
Attitude Scale 6. 23 · 5. 99 4. 64 4 .. 13 i . 5. 51 6. 32 j~,·: · .. 3::·,9~ 
Achievement Test i 19. 28 24. 57 26. 00 17. 00 I ... 19.42. 24. 57 18. 00 17. 00 
Females ! 36 l 35 · · . . . I .· . . . . 
Attitude Scale 1 5. 60 5. 78 4. 55 4. 24 i · .· 5. 1 l 5. 40 · 5. 24 5. 1 7 
Achievement Test l 17.60 23.27 19.00 ·i:t:f:'.f.@.. J 16.70 22;40 28.06 31.00 
. Juniors 18 · ! ·. 15 
Attitude Scale i 5. 92 5. 92 4. 17 4.13 ; ·· 5~ 44 5·. 41 4. 61 · 5. 55 
Achievement Test i 16. 94 23. 44 19. 00 17. 00 ! · 18. '60 2.3. 00 . 18. 00 26. 00 . . I . 
·. Seniors i 23 I 26 
. · Attitude Scale j 5. 48 5. 66 4.88 4. 50 ·1 . >(4. 97 · 5. 59 4. 63 4. 05 
Achievement Test f 18. 64 23. 00 26. 00 23. 00 . 16. 26 · 22>68 28. 00 25. 00 
College Graduates ·, 2 1 
AttitudeScale 6.35. t6:(;.65 3.33 2.14 ·6.45 6.73 0.00 0.00 




SUMMARY, LIMITATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness 
two methods of teaching a mathematics course designed for prospective 
elementary teachers. The experimental group was taught by the 
"micro -teaching" method, while the lee ture group was taught by 
lectures presented by the ins true tor (33). The two methods are far 
apart on a continuum relative to student involvement in classroom 
activities. The students played a highly active role in the "micro-
teaching" approach to learning mathematics, while the "lecture 
approach placed emphasis on the students "seeing and hearing" 
material presented by the instructor. 
Eighty-five prospective elementary teachers enrolled in an 
elementary mathematics course were used as subjects in the experi-
ment. Forty-three of these were enrolled in the class designated as 
the experimental group, and 42 were in the lecture group. 
A nonrandomized pretest-posttest design was used in this 
. experiment (38), The pretests were aciministered to all subjects 
during the first week of the semester in September, 1968. The two 
methods of instruction were applied during 75 minute periods twice a 
week for the entire semester except on days when examinations were 
given. The posttests were administered to all subjects during the last 
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week of the semester in Jat').uary, 1969. There was no control group 
in this experiment. 
The independent variables we re the two methods of instruction: 
the micro-teaching method, and the lecture method. The dependent 
variables were the adjusted posttest scores. 
Evaluation of the instruction was accomplished through the use 
of The Dutton Arithmetic Attitude Scale and The Structure of the 
Number System (Form A) test. Both of these instruments were used 
as pretests and posttests. The Dutton Arithmetic Attitude Scale is a 
22 statement Thurstone type scale designed by Wilbur H. Dutton (8) to 
measure the attitude toward mathematics. The Structure of the Number 
§ystem (Form A), produced by Educational Testing Service , was used 
to measure the levels of achievement resulting from the two methods 
of instruction. 
Two statistical tests were employed in the experiment: the t 
te st and the analysis of covariance. The t test was employed to test 
the significance of the difference between the means of the pretest and 
posttest scores for both groups on The Dutton Arithmetic Attitude 
Scale. Since 11 intact 11 groups were used in the experiment, analysis of 
covariance was employed to test the significance of the difference in 
the adj1J.sted posttest means of the two groups on The Structure of the 
Number System test. 
Limitations 
It is necessary to note several conditions which might impose 
limitations on the findings, The reader should be aware of these 
limitations in order to avoid overgeneralization. 
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· .First, the study was restricted to students enrolled in Mathe"'. 
matfos 4.351 at the State College of Arkansas. Therefore, the sample 
. . 
was not necessarily a representative sa:i:nple of elementary education 
. majors across the country. 
Second, since the subjects could not be assigned to the two 
groups randomly,. self-selection was the basis for group formation. 
How.ever, initial differences in the groups were statistically controlled 
by employing the analysis of c;:ovariance. 
Third, there was no control group, Thus, it was impossible to 
compare athtude and achievement changes in the two groups with 
changes which might have occurred in a group receiving rio formal 
instruction. 
A fourth consideration in interp:i:ieting the results of this investi-
gation is the Hawthorne effect (42). The subjects realized that they 
were part of a stuq.y, and this may have affected the resu,lts. 
FinaHy, each subject was administered the same pretests and 
posttests. Therefore, the effect of taking the pretests may have 
influenced the posttest results. However, this effect was controlled 
to some extent by the time lap~e between tests and the fact that other 
examinations were given during the semester. 
Conclusions 
Results of this study indicate that prospective elementary 
tea¢hers did develop a more favorable attit-ude toward mathematics 
while enrolled in a mathematic!:! course designed .for elementary 
teachers. On the basis of these results, hypothesis one was accepted. 
However,. the .reader is cautioned not to extend this result to individual 
subjects as both gr6ups contained subjects who scored lo,;ver on the 
posttest than they did on the pretest. 
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Since it is generally believed that attitudes are learned and that 
an individual1 s attitudes are intimately related to his involvement in a 
task (25, 43 ), the investigator expected the attitude change of the experi--
mental group to be significantly greater than that of the lecture group. 
However, the analysis of the data failed to support this conclusion. 
The difference in the adjusted posttest means for the two groups on the 
Dutton Attitude Scale was obviously not significant. This result indicC 
cated that the 11micro-teaching 11 method of instruction characterized 
by active student involvement was not superior to the lecture method 
in the development of a more favorable attitude toward mathematics. 
Thus, the second hypothesis was rejected, 
The third hypothesis was based on two statements by Hilgard 
(30) on which a majority of learning theorists agree. He stated that 
active participation by a learner is preferable to passive reception 
when learning, for example, from a lecture or motion picture. Hilgard 
also stated that information about the nature of a good performance, 
knowledge of his own mistakes, and a knowledge of successful results 
aid in learning. The analysis of the data related to achievement failed 
to support these conclusions. The results of the analysis indicated no 
significant difference in the level of achievement of the subjects in the 
experimental group and that of the subjects in the lecture group. Thus, 
the third hypothesis was rejected) This does not mean that the 11 micro-
teaching11 method of instruction was not effective in promoting achieve -
ment in mathematics. The scores indicated that both groups made 
significant gains in ac;:hievement during the period of instruction. 
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However, as was indicated above, the analysis of these scores showed 
no significant difference in the gains ofthe two groups. 
The investigator feels that it would be improper to conclude, 
on the basis of the results of analyses employed, that there is no 
significant difference in the effectiveness of the two methods of ins true.,. 
tion used in this experiment. The only factors c;ons ide red in the 
evaluation of instruction were attitude toward mathematics and achieve-
ment in mathematics. It seems reasonable to assume that the 
experience gained by the experimental group in the preparation and 
presentation of mathematical topics will increase their confidence in 
their ability to teach mathematics in the elementary class room. Even 
though the subjects were not enrolled in a methods course, the 
critiquing sessions should have been helpful in correcting improper 
teaching procedures and reinforcing desirable ones. Also, most of 
the students became familiar with the video ~tape equipment and some 
of its us es in the class room. The fact that the factors mentioned in 
this paragraph were not measured in the experiment does not alter 
their importance in the preparation of elementary mathematics 
teachers. 
Recommendations 
As a result of this study, the following recommendations are 
made: 
1. The investigator was able .fo find only two attitude inven-
tories of the type used in this study, those developed by Dutton (8) and 
Rice (23 ). It is recommended that additional research be directed 
toward the establishment of attitude and interest research instruments 
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of known validity at the elementary mathematics level. 
2. In this study, the investigator wc1-s concerned primarily with 
two factors, attitude toward mathematics and achievement in mathe -
· ro.atics. A similar study, in which confidence in teaching mathematics 
is a dependent variable is recommended. 
3. There is evidence that significant attitude changes will 
become apparent only after a time lapse (25, 44). A study conducted 
over two semesters involving two content courses or a content course 
and a methods course would be of value. 
4. It is recommended that the same theoretical design, or one 
similar to it, be applied to other areas of mathematics, It is ts 
successful in these areas, then· similar experimentation might be 
appropriate in other subject matter areas. 
5. Since this s tµdy was confined to one campus with only two 
groups, it is recommended that an experiment, similar in nature, be 
conducted on two or more campuses simultaneously. There would 
also be some merit in confining the groups to a maximum of 25 subjects. 
This would allow each member to present at least three topics during 
the semester. A similar study might be strengthened by having a 
control group. 
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STUDENT PRESENTA.TION EVALUATIONSCALE 
l; introduction of Topic . 
i. Knowledge of Topic 
3. Enthusiasm for Topic 
4. · Use of E:x;ample s 
.~ .: . 
5, Communication Effectiveness , 
6. Use of Visual Aids . . , 
7. Movements and Gestures , 
8. Sense of Humor 
9. General Clarity. ·,. •. 
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